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The topic of this paper is to discuss what kind of moral obligation we have according to value ethics. A
general conception of such an obligation is developed.

1. Exposition of the problem
Value ethics or axiological ethics is a kind of ethics that takes values - as opposed to obligations or virtues -

to be the logically, ontologically and justificationally primary object and defines obligations and virtues on this basis.
Value ethics is opposed to deontologic and virtue ethics. The most important version of value ethics is welfarism, but
even Kant's second formula of the Categorical Imperative is based on an axiological approach, though an objectivist
one. So there is a wide variety of value ethics. I think some sort of value ethics, namely a specific sort of welfarism,
is the most adequate conception in material ethics, whereas deontologic, virtue and objective value ethics run into
unsolvable troubles. But to defend this claim is not the concern of this paper, instead the aim is to elaborate a major
problem of value ethics and to develop a solution to it.
Among value ethics, at least welfare ethics has the one big advantage of including in its considerations everything
that may have some relevance from a secular point of view. And there are further big advantages of value ethics in
general - e.g. congeniality to the human way of deciding and acting. On the other hand value ethics is conceptually
weak when it comes to moral obligation. How should obligations be determined in terms of moral value? The most
simple conception leading from moral valuation to obligation is the assumption of a duty to maximize moral value -
as it is defended by most utilitarians. Though such a duty to optimize has been attacked heavily since the 1980ies
there is no straightforward alternative conception, and the proposals developed since then are not quite convincing.
It has to be stressed again that this is not only a problem for utilitarianism but for all kinds of axiological ethics. But
the problems arising from moral optimizing can be analyzed best in the maximizing version of act utilitarianism.

2. Problems of the utilitarian duty to optimize
Some problems of a utilitarian duty to optimize are: It is an excessive demand; neither can it be obeyed to

nor would it be rational to do so. From a moral point of view it would imply unjustly asking too much of many people.
Etc.

3. Other axiological conceptions of moral duties - and their critique
Among others, Peter Singer, Samuel Scheffler, Björn Eriksson, Dieter Birnbacher and Wolfgang Lenzen

have developed alternative conceptions to utilitarian optimizing, which have many other problems, though.

4. Adequacy conditions for moral duties in axiological ethics
Some adequacy conditions for moral duties are: i. It must be rational for the moral subjects to fulfil their

moral duties; these duties must be just in a very broad sense, i.e. neither demanding too much nor too little. ii.
Within the limits given by the other conditions, the system of moral duties has to be optimum, which implies bounded
maximization. iii. Moral obligations have to be binding.

5. Progressive norm axiologism as a conception of moral duties
The first main element of the positive conception of moral obligation is norm axiologism: the binding force

of moral obligations stems from the social validity of social norms which are enforced by threats of sanctions. Being
moral, these duties and norms have to be justified relying on moral valuation. The second element is historical
progressivism: Obligatory moral commitment is always limited by the respective historical set of social norms; but
moral action has to be made more efficient in the course of history, in addition the amount of moral commitment
should be extended.

6. Moral duties according to progressive norm axiologism:
According to progressive norm axiologism, the basic moral duty consists in obeying to morally good norms

which are already socially valid. Other moral duties regard individual participation in the process of morally
improving the set of socially binding norms.


